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basis there can be no question of bargaining : men do
not * enter * society : they are born into it, whether they
like it or not. To imagine any sort of concordance by
document is to dream illusions. But they are bom to
be men, that is, to will their own good, to be free : and
* their own good * implies the good of others, §ince there
is no isolated selfhood in reality, * Rights *, therefore,
are only * natural * in so far as they are the necessary
and constant conditions of the free, moral will: in
practice they are determined by the social recognition
that such and such conduct creates the greatest amount
of real freedom. Thus the State is not the enemy of
individual rights^ but their indispensabie'^'^Eampion-
Law should be their charter. These rights must'vary
according to time, place, and circumstance, but the
fundamental basis of right, that every person is an end
to himself, can never vary.
But suppose the State, acting through law, should
infringe what I conceive to be my rights ? Suppose it
should deprive me not only of some temporary satis-
faction of desire, but of what I hold to be fundamental
conditions of a freely willed and morally determined
life ? Have I any redress, and have I moral justifica-
tion for breaking the law ? Naturally the answer
depends on the particular features of the case. Green,
with his democratic tendencies and respect for majority
rule, would have it that if the Government is
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acting contrary to some right which has a general
socl^r recognition, then tfie Government has no claim
on the authoritative name of the State, and may \^
morally, if not legally, resisted. Sympathetic to non-
conformity, he would probably have sympathized latdr
on with * passive resistance ', on the ground that
Government's educational policy was dictated by a
without general sanction. But if there is ao

